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LSKB Version 5.1.0 Release Note 

 

This release note describes new functions and modifications of “LSKB – Life Science Knowledge 

Bank”.  

[Topic] 

 PubMed Article Viewer, a comprehensive function that directly searches keywords in the 

LSKB dictionary or highlights keywords of titles or abstracts registered in PubMed, is 

added.  

 Terminology analysis function, described a category of genes, diseases, chemicals, organs 

and tissues, or taxonomy, is added in a publication list.  

 Bookmark function, saves a displayed page and retrieves the page at a necessary timing, is 

added. In the current version, this bookmark function is available in a Gene Detail page, a 

Protein Feature page, and a Chemical Annotations page. Bookmarked pages can be seen 

from a “Bookmarks” tab in the main page (used be a “Job History”). This function will be 

more available in other pages soon.  

 

 

 [New Functions・Modifications] 

 New Functions 

Following 12 applications have been added as new functions. 

 

 PubMed Article Viewer 

This is a publication viewer contains a comprehensive function that directly searches the LSKB 

dictionary from keywords or highlights keywords by loading titles and abstracts of PubMed in the 

result page.  

 

 Bookmark Function 

Bookmark function, saves a displayed page and retrieves the page at a necessary timing, is added. 

In the current version, this bookmark function is available in a Gene Detail page, a Protein 

Feature page, and a Chemical Annotations page. Bookmarked pages can be seen from a 

“Bookmarks” tab in the main page (used be a “Job History”). This function will be more available 

in other pages soon. 

 

 Analysis Function of Publication List Terminology 

Terms, appear in a Publication List, are categorized into genes, diseases, chemicals, organs and 

tissues, or taxonomy and displayed based on the number of publications as ranking.  
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 Disease Related Target List Function 

Genes from significant expression by text-mining or microarray or disease related genes mapped 

by OMIM or MedGen IDs will be listed and sorted based on calculated relation values. This list is 

shown in a tab of “Prioritize Target” in a Disease Detail page.  

 

 Disease Related Pathway List Function 

Using publication information and reference IDs in Biosystems, disease related pathways will be 

listed. This list will be shown in a tab, “Pathway” in a Disease Detail page.  

 

 Disease Related SRA List Function 

After text-mining against meta-data, including description, from NCBI Sequence Read Archive 

(SRA), related SRA data with retrieved diseases will be listed. This list is shown in a tab, “SRA” in 

a Disease Detail Page. 

 

 Genetic Tissue Differentiated Expression Data Graph Function 

Based on tissue differentiated standard expression data from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), 

expressions of appropriate genes will be displayed with values and graphs. This list will be shown 

in a tab, “Tissue Expression” in a Gene Detail page.  

 

 Taxonomy Keyword/ID → Taxonomy Details 

Search a Taxonomy entry from a keyword or a Taxonomy ID, and the detail information will be 

displayed. The page includes tabs of “Summary”, “Synonyms”, “Assay Target”, and “Assay”.  

 

 Taxonomy Keyword/ID → Disease (Text Mining) 

Search a Taxonomy entry from a keyword or a Taxonomy ID, and diseases related with the entry 

will be listed. Associating a co-occurring Taxonomy entry with diseases via text-mining of PubMed 

publications, the search result will be weighted by the number of co-occurring publications.   

 

 Taxonomy Keyword/ID → Chemical (Text Mining) 

Search a Taxonomy entry from a keyword or a Taxonomy ID, and chemicals related with the entry 

will be listed. Associating a co-occurring Taxonomy entry with chemicals via text-mining of 

PubMed publications, the search result will be weighted by the number of co-occurring 

publications.  

 

 Taxonomy Keyword/ID → Tissue (Text Mining) 

Search a Taxonomy entry from a keyword or a Taxonomy ID, and organs and/or tissues related 
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with the entry will be listed. Associating a co-occurring Taxonomy entry with organs and/or tissues 

via text-mining of PubMed publications, the search result will be weighted by the number of 

co-occurring publications.  

 

 Taxonomy Keyword/ID → Taxonomy (Text Mining) 

Search a Taxonomy entry from a keyword or a Taxonomy ID, and another Taxonomy entry related 

with the entry will be listed. Associating the co-occurring Taxonomy entries each other via 

text-mining of PubMed publications, the search result will be weighted by the number of 

co-occurring publications.  

 

 

 Structure Search 

 Structure search is added to a LSKB external application (Options >> NGS&Chem Apps) 

 In a search result table with chemical structures, structure search (filtering) against 

chemicals on the search result is available.  

 A result of chemical structure search can be bookmarked (used known as “Job History”), 

and search results from the past can be easily referred from the bookmark function.  

 

 

[User Interface] 

 A new search category, “Taxonomy”, is added to the main page of “Keyword/ID”. 

 For chemical search on the main page, the search result has been modified and displays 

entries with higher priority as default by removing mixture chemicals or isotopes such as 

salt or hydrates.  

 Adding a property of “Natural Product” to a chemical entry, entries having this property can 

be filtered, and this filtering function can be used in various chemical listed pages.  

 The display format of a Chemical Annotations page has been modified. The tab structure 

contains six useful themes, “Summary”, “PDB”, “Pharmacology”, “Synonyms”, “Drug”, and 

“Patent”.  

 Tabs of “Prioritize Target”, “pathway”, and “SRA” are added to a Disease Detail page.  

 A new tab, “Tissue Expression” has been added to a Gene Detail page.  

 The “Job History” tab in the main page now has modified as “Bookmark”. Search result data 

through a batch process can be stored as in the past, and saved data as a new function of 

bookmark can be also manageable under the “Bookmark” tab. The user interface has been 

fixed to easily use.  
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[Additional Contents] 

 Microarray tissue differentiated standard expression data from NCBI Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO) have been added.  

 For significant gene data from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), existing contents 

have been fixed and re-constructed using GEO DataSets (GDS) and DrugMatrix database.  

 Followings are added as data sources of a disease dictionary.  

 UniProt 

 iPATH 

 Clinical-Trial.gov 

 BioAssay Ontology 

 Open Toxipedia 

 DrugMatrix 

 Text-mining data, targeting disease names corresponding with descriptions and NBCI 

Sequence Read Archive (SRA) are added.  

 Human dbSNP144 (GRCh37, GRCh38) data, mouse dbSNP142 data, zebrafish dbSNP142 

data are added. *Old versions of human dbSNP138 (GRCh37, GRCh38) and dbSNP142 

(GRCh37, GRCh38) and dbSNP138 of mouse and zebrafish have been removed.  

 Corresponding data of SureChEMNL SCHEMBL ID and Patent ID is added.  

 As search target database of structure search, “eMolecules screening compounds” and 

“eMolecules building block” are added as options. (These are not included in a standard 

installed version).  

 

 

[Administrative System] 

 As the data usage of DrugBank has been a paid option, the DrugBank importing function by 

a LSKB admin user has been discontinued. Also, the Metabolizing Enzyme tree in Tree 

Browser, requiring the imported DrugBank data and the “DrugBank” tab in a Chemical 

Annotations page are discontinued as well.  


